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structural and mechanical properties
- melting
- friction laws
- nanocrystal shape: Wulff construction
- elasticity, Young modulus

LECTURES OUTLINE



Introduction

structural properties: energetic, thermodynamic, kinetic

global minimum on potential energy surface (PES)

1000 atoms: growth time of 0.1 ms

detection of neutral clusters:  diffraction
detection of ionized clusters:  mass selective detection

many atoms in a nanostructure are located near its boundaries 

properties of the nanostructure may be considerably determined by 
these surface or interface atoms.

Surface and Interface Effects



Thermal Properties: Melting

raising temperature � effect on cluster structure

- solid-solid structural transition
- melting

� peculiar thermodynamic behaviour

- phase transitions in small systems are not sharp but gradual

- coexistence of more structures for certain range of T and P

- melting point can be strongly size dependent



Melting

theoretical methods: 
Monte Carlo
Molecular Dynamics

solid and liquid phase in clusters:
fast rearrangments (many minima)



Melting

- T is reduced with respect to bulk (with exceptions) 
- T is reduced with a complex dependence on size

- latent heat is smaller (disordering surface is less costly
than disordering inner atoms)

- phase transition takes place in a range of T, smoothly
- premelting: e.g. just surface atoms are involved



Melting

experimental techniques:

- analysis of changes in X-ray diffraction
- measure of caloric curve E=E(T)

- 1954 first osservation of T depression, with TEM
- 1994 Tm size-dependence, Na clusters 

disappearance of geometric shell structure



Melting: Tm size-dependence

monoatomic decrease with decreasing size
irregular small scale variation

phenomenological model (Pawlow)

(Exercise: re-derive the formula) 
and some more refined ones
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Melting: Tm size-dependence

the irregular variations on small scale are due
to the effect of a single atom on the overall stability
(e.g. icosahedral clusters at magic sizes have higher
temperatures then predicted) 



Melting: increasing Tm

Sn clusters: from elongated to spherical

for 10-30 atoms, Tm >50 K (exp)

MD simulation confirmed the result for 6, 7, 10, 13, 20 atoms
(covalent bond)

Ga clusters: both exp and theory give Tm higher than in bulk
(again, covalent bond)



Melting

some examples:
Na clusters: melting in the 200-300 K range (bulk, 370 K)
premelting (Monte Carlo analysis) for N < 75

Au clusters: depression is smaller
Ni, Cu, Pd, Ag, Pt are all similar
- solid-solid transition
- then a 3-steps melting:
- surface disordering and reordering
- surface melting
- overall melting

Si clusters: spherical ones have higher Tm with respect to
prolate ones (750-1300 K)



Tribology: study of interacting surfaces in relative motion

Nanotribology: study of friction at the nanometer scale, 
atomic forces are directly involved

needings of reducing friction in micro- and nano-devices, 
because of the high surface/volume ratio….
normal lubrificants cannot be used (viscosity problems)

Friction



Friction Laws: Macro

forces acting within the area of atomic contact between surfaces
play a central role in friction and adhesion

friction force: internal force opposing the externally applied force
(reaction force, similar to the adhesion force between two bodies, 
which appears only when one tries to separate the bodies from
contact)

continuum contact mechanics:
friction force studied in dependence of
Load (L) and contact Area (A)



macroscopic laws

studied by Leonardo da Vinci (XV)
Amontons’ Law (XVII): 

for any two materials the (lateral) friction force (Ff) is directly
proportional to the (normal) applied load L, with a constant of
proportionality, the friction coefficient, that is constant and
independent of the contact area and the surface roughness

Coulomb: the force is independent of the sliding velocity

Friction Laws: Macro



Friction Laws: Macro

macroscopic laws

- Amontons independent of Amacro Ff =µL
µ macroscopic friction coefficient

- Bowden-Tabor          Ff =τ Σ Aasp Ff =µL
including contact roughness
a contact is rough, including asperities (smaller contacts)

Σ Aasp << Amacro
true contact area, with a trasversal effective strength



Friction Laws: micro

single asperity laws: 
to understand the behaviour of a single contact, 
with spherical shape and R 10nm-10µm

- non adhesive (Hertz model)           Ff =τ Aasp Ff L2/3

 linear dependence on A: true at microscale, not at nanoscale
 homogeneous, isotropic spheres

- Maugis-Dugdale Ff =τ Aasp sublinear
including adhesion

the linear A dependence has been observed by scanning force
microscopy

∝



Friction Laws at Nanoscale

experimental: AFM
simulation: Molecular Dynamics

breakdown of continuum models for mechanical NANOcontacts:
by MD, it is found that atomic-scale surface roughness, always 
produced by discrete atoms, leads to dramatic deviations from 
continuum theory…… how to explain this behaviour?

single-asperity theories don’t work…
e.g. linear dependence on L



Friction Laws at Nanoscale

SFM: it is difficult to isolate the various effects

MD: beware of the model, contradictory results can be obtainded

….. MD large scale simulation of
amorphous C tip
diamond sample
hydrogen termination
normal load

� to study force dependence on Load, Area, adhesion



contact geometry



Friction Laws at Nanoscale

key problem: contact area A, which is the real one?

contact = interacting atoms

� Areal= Nat Aat
(atoms interacting with the tips, 
average surface area per atom)



Friction Laws at Nanoscale

without adhesion, in single-asperity, a sublinear behaviour is
expected….. but Ff L
and the force is not proportional to the Area of asperity

breakdown is due to the lenght scale: Areal has to be used

non adhesive Ff =τ Areal               Ff =µL

atomic roughness+small contact pressure� linear behaviour

∝



Friction Laws at Nanoscale

with adhesion (Van der Waals), 

adhesive Ff =τ Areal               Ff sublinear with L

short range is important (the atomic area drives the friction) 
but adhesive case is similar to the single asperity model



Friction Laws: some examples

diamond, used for thin film coating
(111) has lower friction than (001)

sample tip



- aromatic thiol monolayers with different packing densities on gold
- experiments done in ethanol to significantly reduce the tip-
substrate adhesion
- close-packed systems: the friction is lower when both surfaces 
(sample and tip) are covered with a monolayer 

- role of chain length and disorder on friction

SAMs as lubricants



alkylsilane self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) 
on amorphous silica 

model system with a realistic AFM tip (radius of curvature ranging 
from 3 to 30 nm) in contact with a SAM-coated silica substrate

load dependent contact areas
removal of material from the substrate

friction force and coefficient 
larger for the silane chain
than for the thiol one (disorder)



conflicts between deposition quality and chain length make 
it extremely difficult to determine the true relationship 
between chain length and frictional response

MD: at a given load, shorter chains develop more defects 
than the longer ones

experiment & simulation: friction force decreases with 
increasing chain length (same behaviour for friction 
coefficient ?)



for melting properties:
F. Baletto, R. Ferrando, Rev. Mod. Phys. 77, 371 (2005) and references therein

for friction: 
Y. Mo et al., Nature 457, 1116 (2209) and references therein


